Disposal Sale of the Late Leo Sylvester

“Life member SCF”

Sunday 7th October, 2012

Towradgi Club Rooms Henrietta St, Towradgi NSW 2518.

Auction 1pm, viewing from 10am (If Holdover the next weekend)
Leo’s son Terry cannot continue with racing for some years and is forced
to sell Leo’s race team and a significant number of stock pigeons.

The birds are based on:
Des Sippet’s No1 Van Loon cock “81601”
Ray Hunt and Revelation Van Loon lines

Staf Van Reet of Mol (Belgium) “The Speed Master”
from the stock of Andrew and Jane Carrington
e.g. “The Replacement Cock” and “The Big Wattle Cock”
Tom Wills “Producer” cock line

TWO Sons of “The Replacement Cock” in the Sale

Mark Schubert
“Koopman” and “Herbot” lines

Long Distance
All Leo’s 400 – 600+ mile stock in Sale, Various Renowned Lines
Tasmania Combine Winner “Only Bird home in Fed on Day”

These are a high performing team of class birds with quality pedigrees.

Contact:
Terry Sylvester 02 42674368 terrykarin@dodo.com.au

Commissions:
Keith Kitt 02 4283 2537 thekits@optusnet.com.au

Catalogues: http://www.pioneerloftsaustralia.com/Sylvester_sale.html